GWEC Board meeting
-Minutes21 October 2014, 13:30-17:00
Kempinski Hotel, Beijing, China

Attendees:

Proxies:

Alicia Webb, CEC
Cattie Qianwen Liang,Vestas
Christine Wang, MAKE
Henning Kruse, Siemens
Hakan Yildirim, TWEA
Justin Wilkes, EWEA
Randal Hoeflein, LM Windpower
Li Xiuqin, CREIA
Yoshinori Ueda, JWEA/JWPA
Sukhbaatar Tsegmid, Clean Energy LLC
Steve Sawyer, GWEC
Klaus Rave, GWEC
Liming Qiao, GWEC
Lauha Fried, GWEC
Isabelle Prosser, GWEC

For Klaus Rave from Gregory Erdmann, NRG
For Klaus Rave from Carlos Gasco, Ibedrola
For Cattie Qianwen Liang from Morten Dyrholm, Vestas
For Christine Wang from Steen Broust Nielsen, MAKE
For Li Xiuqin from Li Junfeng, CREIA
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1.

Welcome/Apologies

GWEC Chairman Klaus Rave welcomed Board members and opened the meeting, followed by a round of
introductions from the attendees.

2.

Approval of last GWEC Board Meeting minutes/Agenda

The minutes of the last GWEC Board Meeting from 7 May 2014 in Las Vegas were approved and the
agenda was adopted without changes.
3.

Guest Speaker – Mr Sukhbaatar Ts., CEO of Clean Energy LLC, Mongolia

Mr Sukhbaatar Tsegmid, CEO of Clean Energy LLC gave an update to the Board on the Mongolian wind
market development. Mongolia boasts some of the world’s best wind resources, along with other
renewable energy resources, with large areas of Class I and Class II wind resource allowing for
exploitation capacity to reach more than a terawatt.
Mongolia’s first wind farm (Salkhit - 50MW) came online in June 2013. It is operated by Clean Energy
LLC, which is a part of the Newcom investment group. Currently, the group plans further developments
in Tsetsi (50MW) and Sainshand (50MW), Choir (50MW) as well as the 250MW Khanbogd wind farm in
southern Mongolia near the mining areas.
At present, Mongolia’s total electricity generation capacity is a mere 850 megawatts. However, with the
soaring economic development, it is expected that electricity demand will double to 1600-1700MW by
2020. Fossil fuels, powered with aging equipment installed several decades ago, are the main source of
electricity supply in the country. The Mongolian government is committed to exploit the country’s rich
renewable energy resources to meet the rapidly growing energy demand, to improve energy security
and to reduce dependence on electricity imports from Russia. The Renewable Energy Law which was
adopted in 2007 introduced a feed-in-tariff for wind power, currently set at USD $ 8-9.5 cents/kWh.
Additionally, the government’s National Renewable Energy Program for the period of 2005-2020 sets a
target of 20-25% share of renewable energy in the total energy production by 2020. The total electricity
production is expected to rise to 1700МW, which means adding at least 400MW of renewable energy by
2020.
In the past two years, the government has signed seven PPAs for wind projects. As the industry starts to
take off, the improvement of technical and market operation and system integration along with the
need for establishing a legal framework have become necessary.
The key issues pushing back investment in the sector concern priority dispatch, which is obliged by the
renewable energy law, and grid curtailment. The lack of balancing power and flexible dispatch
management make grid curtailment a critical challenge facing the sector.
For further information see Mr Sukhbaatar’s presentation in Annex 1.
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4.

Secretary General’s Report
I.

Activity Update

Steve Sawyer presented GWEC activities since the last board meeting in 7 May 2014 in Las Vegas:


Publications: The Global Wind Energy Outlook 2014 was launched at press conference at the
Kempinski hotel earlier on the day, and was disseminated to Board members. Steve presented
highlights of the report, his presentation is available upon request and the report is available for
download at www.gwec.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/GWEO2014_WEB.pdf.
A new market update on China was also released earlier this year but is currently only available
in Mandarin; the English version will be circulated as soon as it’s ready.



FOWIND, Indian Offshore project: FOWIND is the largest project GWEC has undertaken in
recent years. A successful field visit to Germany with high-level Indian delegation was completed
in September, coinciding with WindEnergy Hamburg. Furthermore, a Project Inception Report
describing baseline conditions and identifying key areas where investments are needed in order
to create the infrastructure and policy conditions necessary for developing offshore wind in the
states of Gujarat and Tamil Nadu, has been completed. The report is available at the project
website at http://fowind.in.



WindMade: After much work and negotiation Steve gave positive news about the continuation
of WindMade – the details of which will be made public in January.



Asia Development Bank/Asia Clean Energy Forum: Ongoing relationship will be continued with
the ADB and Asia Clean Energy Forum, both the ‘Quantum Leap in Wind’ programme and the
main Forum itself. This gives us a unique opportunity to engage with key policymakers from the
relevant countries, particularly the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Mongolia, Sri Lanka, India and
China.



IDB/Latin America: As reported to the last meeting, despite having signed an MOU with the IDB
approximately one year ago, staff changes at the bank have meant that we could not move
forward with this project. We hope that the relevant staff positions are filled in soon and we can
move forward with this work.



GWEC events - Steve gave a brief update on GWEC’s latest events in Brazil and Hamburg and
highlighted the upcoming events in China, South Africa and Mexico. GWEC will also partner in a
new event, the Intercontinental Wind Power Congress in Turkey jointly with EWEA from 30
March to 2 April 2015. Further GWEC will partner up with Husum Wind from 15-18 September
2015 and the key GWEC international events will continue to take place in 2015, with expected
growth: Mexico WindPower (25-26 February 2015), Brazil Windpower (1-3 September 2015),
Windaba (October 2015) and China Wind Power (14-16 October 2015).
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II.

Finance

Steve presented GWEC’s budget projection for the year-end of 2014 and the budget for the 2015 fiscal
year. The last couple of years have been very tough financially for GWEC as for many associations, but
we are on the way to a more solid financial footing. For 2015 the budget is still tight, but with the
improvement in the financial conditions in the industry GWEC has had more success recently in
recruiting new members. For 2015 a modest surplus is projected and hopefully this can be improved
substantially during the course of the year.
The Board unanimously approved the 2015 budget proposal.
III.

Policy

GWEC’s close collaboration with IRENA and IEA continues. With IRENA GWEC cooperates on ventures
such as the SE4ALL and on the preparations for the SAIREC in Cape Town next year, and on the Africa
Clean Energy Corridor. Regarding IEA substantial contributions were made to both this year’s edition of
the Renewables Mid-term Market Report and to the forthcoming 2014 edition of the World Energy
Outlook. Steve also continues to serve on the IEA’s Renewables Industry Advisory Board. Moreover,
extensive comments and analyses were contributed to the IPCC’s Working Group III (mitigation) report.
While GWEC’s main focus is on policy work where we can make a difference, with primary emphasis
dedicated to work related to opening of new markets, nevertheless as we approach the Paris Climate
Summit next December, climate issues are also getting back on the agenda. Some things are now clear
in terms of what we should do, others are not.
Using the fresh information from this year’s Global Wind Energy Outlook, updated cost-data and other
tools we are in a strong position to make a case about the key role that wind energy is playing in
mitigating carbon emissions, and the fact that it is the most cost effective option in the key period to the
end of this decade, and in the 2020s and beyond. We can highlight the energy insecurity associated with
the continued reliance on imported fossil fuels, especially in light of the ongoing crises with Russian gas
and in the Middle East. We will make this case, in close cooperation with EWEA and our other
Association (and company) partners in Lima this December and at any and all opportunities between
now and Paris.
However, the difficulty lies in what in fact the ‘new’ climate regime may be able to offer to the
wind/renewables industry in practical terms. It seems clear that the new regime is unlikely to have the
legally binding targets which the global carbon market under the Kyoto Protocol was based; and without
them, it is difficult to see a way for a global carbon market to function. What we are likely to have is a
mishmash of national and regional systems, which may be linked in some sort of ad hoc way across the
different systems. Whether or not any of the individual systems have any benefit for us remains to be
seen.
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GWEC will do the public work and seek to give maximum profile to wind throughout the process leading
up to Paris. But at the same time we need to be realistic about expectations. Whatever comes out of
Paris, it’s not for implementation until 2020 or later; and so for the foreseeable future, what is going to
be far more important is the sum total of national actions that take place outside the UNFCCC
framework. This will continue to be the case as long as the US is involved, but nobody is going to commit
to anything substantial as long as they know the US can’t/won’t.
The Board was also provided with an update on EU’s 2030 framework for climate and energy policies by
Justin Wilkes (EWEA), Turkey’s latest wind market developments by Hakan Yildirim (TWEA) and on
current challenges facing Australia’s renewables sector by Alicia Webb (CEC). Furthermore, Yoshinori
Ueda (JWEA/JWPA) gave a presentation on the current difficulties in Japan and asked for colleagues help
regarding material on infrasound studies to debunk misinformation disseminated by the ever stronger
anti-wind lobby and how to change law to cut insanely long EIA assessment procedures. See Mr Ueda’s
presentation in Annex 2.
IV.

Regional Market Development

In addition to FOWIND project update the board discussed the market prioritization process following
the workshops in Vienna and Barcelona. While four priority areas were confirmed to look at in terms of
future development, events since then have discouraged us from moving forward in terms of either
Russia or Saudi-Arabia. The near future focus is on organising a development and financing of a grid
integration workshop in Mongolia during the first half of 2015 (for this sponsorship opportunities are
available) and on a development of a concrete programme to maximise the benefit of the
SAIREC/Windaba in 2015, focusing both on the Africa Clean Energy Corridor as well as the lead up to
Paris 2015. Moreover, there is still work to do in Latin America in order to help the Mexicans with their
Energy Reform and to spur development in Chile and other smaller markets in the region such as Peru,
Panama, Uruguay, Nicaragua, Honduras, Costa Rica and some of the Caribbean islands.
The Chinese market continues to recover, and is expected to do so for at least the next two years. In the
past months there have been some key developments regarding both on- and offshore. Due to the
discussion on the lowering of the FIT, the installations have started to soar in the past months and will
continue to do so until the proposed cut-off date for the new tariff. This is likely to create more than 20
GW for 2014. For further details on new developments on the Chinese market please see the Board
report).

V.

Communications

The New Year will start again with the Global Annual Market Statistics release in the first half of
February 2015. The Annual Market Report 2014 will be launched, if timing allows, in Istanbul at the
Intercontinental Wind Power Congress in the end of March 2015. Other country specific reports will be
considered in particular on India and/or Mexico depending on the progress made regarding policy
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developments in the respective markets. Emphasis will be given to climate related communications that
will be carried out in the run up to Paris.
Daily updates on policy and market developments as well as on events across the globe will be
communicated via GWEC newsletters, social media, website and media articles& interviews. A selection
of articles is available at http://www.gwec.net/media-center/gwec-in-press/. The closed Facebook
group continues to be used as a channel among communicators in member companies and national
wind energy associations to enhance better information sharing.

5.

AOB

The next Board meeting will take place either in Istanbul prior to the Intercontinental Wind Power
Congress from 30 March to 2 April or in Orlando prior to AWEA Windpower 2015 taking place from 1821 May. Also Denmark Offshore was suggested as an option. It was agreed that board members would
be polled via e-mail towards the end of this year to decide upon final timing and location.

-=END=-
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Annex 1

CHINA WIND POWER 2014
October 23, 2014, Beijing

WIND ENERGY RESOURCES IN
MONGOLIA AND ITS APPLICATION

TOPICS
1. RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCE IN MONGOLIA

2. WIND ENERGY RESOURCE
3. LEGAL FRAMWORK

4. FURTHER WIND PROJECTS IN MONGOLIA
5. SALKHIT WIND FARM
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SOLAR ENERGY RESOURCE
1200 êÂò/ì2

1400 êÂò/ì2

1600 êÂò/ì2

Annual solar radiation
on Mongolian territory
is 2.2·1012 MW h

Region
I
II
III
IV

Solar energy amount,
kW.h/sq. m year
1200 low
1200-1400
1400-1600
1600 high

Area coverage
Sq. km
%
109900
7.0
800700
51.0
392500
25.0
266900
17.0

HYDRO ENERGY RESOURCES
Óñíû ýð÷èì õ¿÷íèé íººöèéí òàðõàëò

Hydro energy resources in Mongolia is 6300 MW

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

There are 43 hot springs in use in Mongolia

BIOMASS RESOURCES

Total forest
Coniferous and broadleaved forest
Saksaul

Area, Mill. hectare
17.5
11.6
4.5

Percenatge, %
100
74,2
25,8

Category

2
3
4
5
6
Total

Wind at 30 m height
power W/sq. m
speed
m/s
200-300
5.6-6.4
300-400
6.4-7.1
400-600
7.1-8.1
600-800
8.1-8.9
800-1000
8.9-9.6

Total area coverage
Sq. km
461,791
130,665
27,165
2,669
142
622,432

Total capacity,
MW

%
74.2
21.0
4.4
0.4
0.0
100.0

3,200,200
905,500
188,300
18,500
1,000
4,313,500

Energy to be
produced
GW h/year
5,572,900
1,975,500
511,000
60,200
3,400
8,123,000

WIND ENERGY RECOURCES IN THE REGION
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Climate change & greenhouse gas emissions
Global policy
•

United Nations Framework Convention

GHG in the world
-

on Climate Change - 1993
•

Kyoto Protocol – 1999

•

Copenhagen Accord – 2009

•

Cancun Agreement - 2010

Energy
25%

Other
31%

Transportatio
n
14%

Land use
12%

Industry
15%

Treatment of
waste

3%

GHG in the Mongolia
Other
5%
Agriculture
30%
Energy
65%

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Climate change effects in Mongolia
Last 16 years in Mongolia
•

Area with high desertification increased by
11 times, with ultimate desertification by 7
times. Now areas affected by
desertification is equal to 72% of total
land of Mongolia.

Climate change and desertification
10
8
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Water record conducted in 2011
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WHY RENEWABLE ENERGY
Carbon intensity

Carbon intensity of Mongolia is highest in region
Carbon Intensity of Energy, UNDP (2012)

Carbon intensity - the
amount of carbon (emitted
per unit of energy produced.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Energy intensity and efficiency

Industrial Energy intensity in Mongolia is highest amongst Asia Pacific
countries.

Asia-Pacific Countries
Industrial Energy
Intensity. UNDP
(2012)

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Sustainable, green development
Policy environment of Mongolia

• National Renewable Energy Program

• The Parliament of Mongolia adopted National Renewable
Energy Program on June,

2005

• First stage 5%

2005-2010

• Second stage 20-25%

2011-2020

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Sustainable, green development
Policy environment of Mongolia

• Renewable Energy Law

• Adopted by Parliament of Mongolia in January,
2007
• Settled to regulate generation and supply of
energy utilizing renewable energy sources
• PPA approval

• Long term feed-in tariff for renewable energy

FUTURE WIND PROJECTS IN MONGOLIA
Sustainable, green development

There are several wind farm in the next
future plan
• Tsetsii Wind Farm 50 MW
• Sainshand Wind Farm 50 MW
• Choir Wind Farm 50 MW
• Khanbogd Wind Farm 250 MW

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Committed to a greener, cleaner Mongolia

 Established by Newcom LLC in 2004 as a renewable energy company
 Project implementation company for 50 MW Salkhit wind farm
 Shareholders:
• Newcom group
• GE Capital
• EBRD
• FMO

 Total investment : over 120 million USD

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Preparation and development actions

•

Wind data measurement, collection
and analysis

•

Comprehensive environment study,
evaluation, ESIA

•

Topographical Mapping

•

Geology / geotechnical study

•

Road and transport condition study

•

Feasibility study

•

Early Works construction

•

Contract negotiations and close

•

Financer due diligence and
bankability study

•

Financing negotiations and financial
close

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Early works
Access road

110 kV double circuit over head line

Temporary crossing

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Road construction

Road system, connecting all WTGs

Total 30km of improved road

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Foundations

For one foundation:
 300 m3 of concrete
 50 tons of steel framework (rebar)
 Layers for water resistance and
insulation
 Bury the finished foundation

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Transportation

• 600 trucks were used
• Road length between manufacturer
and Salkhit is over 1300 km
• 600 km of which was unpaved road

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Turbine details

Wind Turbine Generator
Blade
lenght 40.3m, weight
6.2tn
Nacelle
Length 8.8m, width 3.6m,
Height 3.8m, weight 57tn

Power curve– GE 1.6-82.5
кW

Hub
Diameter 3.2m
weight 23tn

Tower
Upper section 30tn, 30m
Mid section 38tn, 25m

m/s

Base section 57tn, 22.3m

Rotor speed

9-18 rpm

Maximum withstand wind speed 77.2 m/s
Суурь
900 тонн, 400 м3

Ambient temperature

-40°C … +50°C

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Main lift crane

Boom 95 m, 650 tons capacity
mobile crane

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Turbine installation

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Turbine installation

• Erection team –14 expats and 20
Mongolians

• 1 WTG installation 1-3 days

CLEAN ENERGY LLC
Bringing world class industry standards to Mongolia

HSE
• International HSE standards for
construction and operation
• ISO 14001 (environment)
• ISO 9001 (quality)
• ISO 18001 (HSE)

Environmental and social responsibility

At all stages of project implementation:
 EBRD,
 IFC
 Equator principles

EIA ESIA
EBRD

Resource assessment
•
•

Wind resource assessment
International standard for WTG
design
- approved as national

•
•
•

IFC

2006 environmental assessment
2008 detailed ESIA /by Black & Veatch/
2012 update to ESIA /Sunny Trade LLC/

BENEFITS OF THE SALKHIT WIND FARM
Contributing to green development

Saves 122 thousand tons of raw coal annually

Decrease of air pollution

Equal to the 2000 rail
truck of coal

BENEFITS OF THE SALKHIT WIND FARM
Contributing to green development

Saves 1.6 million tons of potable water annually

CHPs of UB consumes 21 million potable water annually, which is equal to
60% of total consumed water by UB city.

BENEFITS OF THE SALKHIT WIND FARM
Contributing to green development

Reduction of CO2 by 180 thousand tons annually
Power sector CO2 emission in 2010
equals 8.1 million tons of CO2.

Salkhit emission reduction is equal to
reforestation of land equal to 500 UB
children amusement park

Thank you for your attention
Contact information:
Tel: +976 - 75951331
Fax: +976 - 70111341
Web: www.cleanenergy.mn

Annex 2

Dear GWEC colleagues,

Some Problems in
Recent Japanese Wind Power

21 Oct 2014
JAPAN WIND POWER
ASSOCIATION
http://jwpa.jp

Nikaho, Akita Pref.

Yokohama, Kanagawa Pref.

1

3 issues
1. Periodic inspection shall be applied for WTGs in Japan.
Japanese Safety Authority ask JWPA about
foreign regulation experience regarding
WTG periodic inspections & WTG inspection experts.
2. JWPA intends to ask Japanese government to change
FIT approval timing earlier (at the beginning of EIA.
We need the information about the timing of fixing PPA.
3. Anti-wind people say “WTG’s Infra-sound make
people ill”. Are the any good advertising materials
for common people ?
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1. WTG accidents in Japan in 2013
Failed on 5 Sep. 2013
Rotor have fallen down
Fatigue failure by mal-repair of main shaft
Bonus(Siemens) 1MW (1 of 20 WTGs)
Tomamae Greenhill Wind Park,
owned by Eurus Energy Japan
at Tomamae-cho in Hokkaido pref.
Total 20MW, start operation Oct. 1999

Failed on 7 April 2013
Nacelle and rotor have fallen down
Overspeeding is caused by
pitch brake failure (insufficient,
weak material was applied)
Japan Steel Work J82 2MW
(1 of 19 WTGs)
Wind park Kasatori, owned by C Tech
at Aoyama-Kogen in Mie pref.
Total 38MW, start operation Jan. 2011
Failed on 13 March 2013
Nacelle and rotor have fallen down
caused by poor maintenance of
tower top bolts
Lagerwey 750kW (1 of 6 WTGs)
Taikoyama WF, owned by local gov.
at Ine-cho in Kyoto pref.
Total 6MW, start operation Nov. 2001
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1. JWPA try to improve WTG’s safety
JWPA releases the accidents list at Web site

JWPA offers consultation for WTG O&M

1. Japanese Safety Authority intends to
apply periodic inspection for WTGs by law.






JWPA’s efforts are not enough to puesuade
Japanese Safety Authority.

They decided to regularize periodic inspection for
WTGs in Japan by law. To prepare for regulation,
they want to learn from foreign experience.

How to secure inspection experts is also important.
We have to build up authorizing system.
Foreign experience is also useful for this issue.

2. Why JWPA ask FIT approval
timing earlier ？








It needs about 4-5 years to get the FIT approval in Japan
because of the complicated EIA process. Only about
150MW new installation in 2014, but 88 projects with
6,219MW are in EIA process now. They realize after 2016.

On the other hand, FIT price is re-estimated year by year.
It is difficult to foresee the FIT price at 4 years future.

Therefore, Wind power business in Japan has very little
predictability now. It harms bankability.
We want to find out the way to improve the predictability.
Are there any good idea to confirm FIT･PPA price at
earlier stage ? Are there any similar experience ?

2. FIT price fixing process in Japan
１．Development planning
２．Pre-assessment （0.5-1 year）
３．EIA starts
1.5 years ① EIA Procedure documents proposal
② Minister’s comments
③ Research process (2-3 years)
④ EIA approval
5 years
4．Grid Connection Assessment （0.5-1 year）
5. FIT approval (FIT price fixing)

JWPA intends to shift 4. & 5. to before ③.
Do you know any similar experience in the world ?

3. Anti-Wind movement in Japan
Yasuoka Offshore Wind
Power Project Is attacked
by anti-wind people.

This project is developed
by MAEDA Co. using 15
4MW turbines (60MW),
1.5 -3 km offshore from
Shimonoseki city.
Anti-wind people says
“WTG’s infra-sound make
everybody ill within 10km”.
1200 residents made
anti-wind demonstration
parade on 23 Sep.
We have to prevent this
movement.

3. JWPA is to make advertising materials
against “Infra-sound rumor”.






Anti-wind people use ”Infra-sound” as a magic
word. Many local residents and house-keepers are
influenced by this word and turn into opposing
wind power in Japan.
JWPA intend to make advertising materials against
“Infra-sound rumor” to promote wind power.

If you know any good advertising materials for
common people about infra-sound, let us know.

JWPA’s request to GWEC colleagues
1.1 Does your country have the regulation about WTG
periodic inspection ?
- Name of laws or regulations
- Contents of inspections (intervals, target parts, etc.)
1.2 Are there authorizing system for inspection experts?
- Is it official one (by government) or commercial one ?

2. Do you have any experience to fix (or confirm) FIT/PPA
price at earlier process of development.
3. If you know any good advertising materials for common
people about infra-sound, let us know.
Please send your information to ;
Yoshinori Ueda in the JWPA ueda-yoshinori@jwpa.jp

